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Accurate measurements of thermal velocity distribution functions in the solar wind
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ABSTRACT

The current state of the art thermal particle measurements in the solar wind are insufficient to

address many long standing, fundamental physical processes. This white paper focuses on necessary

advancements required to make significant progress on multiple fundamental plasma physics topics.

1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The solar wind is a weakly collisional ionized gas expe-

riencing collective effects due to long-range electromag-

netic forces. Unlike a collisionally mediated fluid like

Earth’s atmosphere, the solar wind is not in thermody-

namic or thermal equilibrium. That is, the particles are

not in equipartition of energy1 and there is nearly al-

ways a finite heat flux present near Earth (e.g., Wilson

III et al. 2018, 2019a,b, 2020).

Weakly collisional in this context refers to the large

separation between Coulomb collisional mean free paths

and relevant spatial scales like thermal gyroradii, ρcs,

and/or inertial lengths, λs. The collisional mean free

path of thermal particles near Earth are on the order of

one astronomical unit or 1 AU ∼ 1.5×108 km (Wilson

III et al. 2018, 2019b). The typical thermal proton gy-

roradius and inertial length near Earth satisfy 30 km .
ρcp . 190 km and 50 km . λp . 130 km, i.e., nearly

six orders of magnitude smaller than the collisional mean

free path. It is therefore surprising that particle-particle

collisional signatures are actually observed in the parti-

cle velocity distribution functions (VDFs) (e.g., Kasper

et al. 2017; Maruca et al. 2013; Salem et al. 2003). Yet

there are just as many studies showing evidence of VDF

modification due to turbulence and/or instabilities (e.g.,

Kasper et al. 2013; Maruca et al. 2012; Wilson III et al.

2020).

2. WHAT IS KNOWN

In the solar wind near Earth, the electrons are com-

prised of four primary populations: cold dense core with
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1 i.e., different species have different temperatures

energies typically below ∼15 eV; a hot, tenuous halo

with energies &20 eV; an anti-sunward, field-aligned

beam called the strahl with energies ∼few 10s of eV;

and a higher energy superhalo with energies &1 keV

(e.g., Wang et al. 2012; Wilson III et al. 2019a,b, 2020,

and references therein). In contrast, the ion VDF is

comprised of dozens of mass per charge species but the

primary constituents are a cold dense proton core, a

differentially drifting proton beam, and a differentially

drifting alpha-particle beam (e.g., Alterman et al. 2018,

and references therein).

Traditionally, the core electrons have been modeled

as a bi-Maxwellian, the halo and/or strahl as bi-kappas,

and the superhalo as a power-law VDF (e.g., Wang et al.

2012; Wilson III et al. 2019a, and references therein).

However, recent analysis of electron VDFs near collision-

less shocks have revealed that the core electron popula-

tion is better modeled by what is called a self-similar dis-

tribution (Wilson III et al. 2019a,b, 2020). These func-

tions produce the often observed flattop VDF. Similarly,

recent Parker Solar Probe measurements have shown

that the core proton population can also exhibit a flattop

profile (Martinović et al. 2020). This begs the question

of whether the proton core shares the same multitude of

populations as the electrons below ∼1 keV.

3. WHAT IS UNKNOWN

The Vlasov equation (i.e., collisionless Boltzmann

equation) is, by construction, a time-reversible function.

The Boltzmann collision operator assumes two-particle

elastic collisions. It is only after one assumes molecu-

lar chaos that the entire operator can generate a time-

irreversible result (Bhatnagar et al. 1954; Gressman &

Strain 2010). These two equations are what is used to

model the evolution of plasmas.

The surprising aspect of the recent electron obser-

vations was the realization that the deviation from
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Maxwellian to a self-similar VDF is a quantified mea-

sure of inelastic collisions (e.g., see discussions in Wil-

son III et al. 2019a,b, 2020). Inelastic collisions are in-

trinsically a time-irreversible process. Self-similar dis-

tributions were predicted in quasi-linear and nonlinear

theory of wave-particle interactions decades ago (e.g.,

Dum et al. 1974; Dum 1975). An analogous operator to

that generating inelastic collisions can arise indirectly

through approximations like coarse grain averaging, but

what is lost through such averaging? While the connec-

tion to a fundamentally irreversible phenomena remains

unknown, it does seem possible for irreversible processes

to arise in plasmas (e.g., Villani 2014).

Thus, the realization that the particle VDFs in the so-

lar wind can exhibit signatures of inelastic collisions is of

fundamental importance to kinetic theory, space plasma

physics, and astrophysics. The question is, how do in-

elastic collisions occur? Further, if such inelastic pro-

cesses are important near collisionless shocks, are they

important everywhere in the solar wind? Are these irre-

versible processes unknowingly hidden in our estimates

of collisionality? What is more important for the evolu-

tion of VDFs, collisional effects or waves/turbulence?

4. CURRENT AND PLANNED MEASUREMENTS

The primary current thermal plasma instruments

making measurements in the solar wind near Earth

are from Wind 3DP and SWE (Lin et al. 1995; Ogilvie

et al. 1995), THEMIS electrostatic analyzers or ESAs

(McFadden et al. 2008b,a), and MMS FPI (Pollock

et al. 2016). The THEMIS and MMS instruments were

designed to measure the hot, slow magnetospheric and

magnetosheath plasmas. Thus, they tend to over es-

timate the temperature and underestimate the num-

ber density of particles in the solar wind (e.g., Wil-

son III et al. 2014). The PESA Low instrument from

Wind/3DP measures ions with an angular resolution of

∼5.6◦ and an energy resolution of ∼20%. The EESA

Low instrument from Wind/3DP measures electrons

with an angular resolution of ∼11.25◦ and an energy

resolution of ∼20%. The SWE Faraday cups measure

ions with an energy resolution of ∼6.5–13% and angular

resolution of ∼8◦ (Kasper et al. 2006). The best time

cadence of both of the 3DP ESAs ∼3 seconds whereas

the SWE Faraday cups are at ∼92 seconds.

Newer thermal particle instruments on Parker Solar

Probe (PSP) (Kasper et al. 2016) and Solar Orbiter

(SolO) (Nicolaou et al. 2019) have made improvements

with angular resolutions of ∼5◦–6◦ for SolO and ∼5◦–

11.25◦ for PSP and both have energy resolutions of ∼7%.

Since both PSP and SolO will be closer to the sun, the

typical time scales of interest (e.g., cyclotron period) are

much shorter. Thus, the increased time resolution on

SolO compared to, say, Wind, is not as advantageous as

it would be were the spacecraft located near Earth. The

future IMAP mission (McComas et al. 2018) will have

both thermal electron and ion particle measurements.

The electron instrument will have an angular resolution

of &12◦ and an energy resolution of ∼12% at a cadence

of ∼15 seconds. The ion instrument will have an an en-

ergy resolution of ∼8.5% at a cadence of ∼15 seconds

and is meant for measuring bulk solar wind properties.

So the IMAP instruments make some improvements in

energy resolution over Wind, but the time resolution is

five times lower.

5. NECESSARY MEASUREMENTS

Recent studies have been performed to examine new

technologies and/or new algorithms to improve solar

wind observations for future missions (e.g., Cara et al.

2017; De Keyser et al. 2018; De Marco et al. 2016). The

concept mission called Turbulent Heating ObserveR or

THOR (Vaivads et al. 2016) would have had a ther-

mal particle instrument with an angular resolution of

∼3◦ and an energy resolution of ∼5–8%. Unfortunately,

THOR was not selected by ESA and is no longer funded.

A critical lesson we should learn from MMS is that

higher resolution measurements can result in paradigm

shifting results. It is not difficult to see that higher

energy, angular, and time resolution measurements in

the solar wind near 1 AU would provide substantial ad-

vances in our understanding of weakly collisional plas-

mas.

The ideal state of the art advancements in solar wind

VDF measurements over the next decade would increase

time resolutions for full 3D 4π ion distributions in the

solar wind down to < 100 ms, with energy resolutions <

5% and angular resolutions < 5◦. These values should

reduce to < 10 ms with energy resolutions < 2.5% and

angular resolutions < 2.5◦ over the next three decades.

Electron VDF measurements can have slightly more re-

laxed energy and angular resolution due to their larger

thermal-to-bulk speed ratios. However, the time res-

olution is a much stricter constraint because electron

time scales are so much shorter than any ion time scale.

Finally, it is imperative that the lowest energy bin for

electron measurements be no more than ∼1–2 eV to en-

sure the instrument observes photoelectrons for correc-

tion/removal (Lavraud & Larson 2016).

A critical examination of the core proton population

could show as much diversity as the electron distribu-

tions below ∼1 keV, which would completely change our

understanding of the solar wind. However, without such

advancements, we will not reach closure on multiple ma-

jor topics such as wave-particle interactions, turbulence

dissipation, energy dissipation in collisionless shocks,
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and particle acceleration by waves and/or shocks. All

of these topics have implications for nonequilibrium sta-

tistical mechanics, plasma physics, and astrophysics.

6. SUMMARY

If advancement is to be made in our understanding of

kinetic theory, plasma turbulence, and wave-particle in-

teractions in the solar wind near Earth, we need to make

dramatic improvements to our currently aging space-

craft infrastructure. While Wind continues to operate

nominally and generate new and interesting results, it is

currently 25+ years old. There are no plans to replace

Wind as IMAP is not intended to examine in situ kinetic

physics and remote radio and γ-ray observations.
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